
February 2021 

   During the monthly meeting,  Secretary Joe Coelho 
announced the results of the election, as follows:  

President: Julie Grawe 

Vice President: Ann Behrens 

Secretary: Joe Coelho 

Treasurer: Ann Lauer 

Director (3-y term): Linda Snider 

Director (1-y term): Amber Wiemelt 
 

   Members thanked Tess Raleigh for her willingness 
to run for office and her ongoing valuable service to 
the club. 
   Vice President Ann Behrens described the A-Frame 
mover, which had been approved for purchase by the 
Board.  Jane Huelsmeyer inquired as to whether it 
would fit our home-made A-Frame.  Behrens replied 
that we believed it would.  The A-Frame mover has 
been purchased and received.  It does, in fact, fit  
our A-Frame, although slight modifications will  
be required. 
   Susan East’s proposal to offer one-on-one classes 
was discussed.  Julie Grawe suggested that the cost 
should be $15/30 min. East indicated that her goal 
was to make money for the club during this time 
when most regular classes are suspended. 
   Linda Snider brought up the fact that heating the 
building for a private lesson might not be profitable.   
   Grawe reviewed the history of the club as one of 
modest pricing wherein average to lower income  
people would have access to training.  
   Considerable discussion ensued. A compromise  
was agreed to, in that lessons would cost $30-40  
for a 30- to 40-minute lesson. The lessons will be  
advertised on the web and Facebook pages without 
pricing. It is to be a beginner obedience class, not a 
puppy class.   
   There have been two inquiries about a prep class  
for CGC testing.  The test must wait until classes are 
resumed. It was suggested that the prep should be 
added to the end of obedience class.  

   Regarding the resumption of classes, Snider stated 
that she will have the Governor’s letter on Thursday 
(1/14).  Some of our instructors are quarantined.  
As there are 40 people on the waiting list, Behrens 
proposed that she and Snider split them at two classes 
of 10 each. Grawe offered to teach conformation 
class. Several members offered to assist with classes.  
   Huelsmeyer’s card of thanks was read.  Mary 
Kindhart’s letter was noted; her mother had been a 
member and memorials were made to the club. 
 

Officers elected; Classes planned 

   Classes will resume for previously enrolled  
students on February 2nd. These students will have 
received an email from Behrens.  New students on 
the waiting list will be contacted by the instructors 
about a date and time to begin classes.  
   The newly elected board met after the last  
general meeting and worked on the composition  
of committees. Members will be given an  
opportunity to join a committee or to decline  
their tentative appointments to committees. All 
members are encouraged to join committees in  
order to learn how the club operates and to  
contribute to its success.  Committee chairs will 
have the final say in which members compose their 
committees.  Copies of the tentative committee 
assignments will be distributed shortly. 



Building fees are now due. 
Building fees are $10/mo for 

members who use the building 

during that month.   
If you have not paid for the 

year, please do so before the 
end of December.   

Submit to 
 Ann Behrens at 2928 Cabot 

Road, Quincy, IL 6230 

By February 1, membership fees  

are due.  Dues are $30 for Individuals, 

$35 for a Family, $20 for Associates, 

and $15 for a Juniors. 

   Darlene Young’s Lily Pond has two legs in Rally 
Intermediate.  
    Jane Huelsmeyer’s Nike, though blinded by 
SARDS, is reportedly doing remarkably well, mov-
ing about and going outside.  
   Ann Behrens’s Allie went WB and BOW for a 4-
point major on January 20 and the same for a 3-
point major on January 24.   
   Neesha Elkin and Myron McCord’s  Phoenix 
earned a 4- point major on January 16.  Both dogs 
are just a few points away from finishing. 
   Member Tess Raleigh has been accepted into an 
Obedience dog trainer program through Animal Be-
havior College.   This College has been listed as one 
of the top 8 trainer programs by "The Spruce 
Pets".  They are recognized by the CCPDT, ADPT, 
and IACP organizations. The program is approxi-
mately 10 -12 months long, and includes 16-20 
weeks of hands-on training.   
   Our favorite non-member anonymous donor has 
given us two new sets of tunnel bags! 

Ann Behrens’s 
Allie earned  
7 major points 
in January. 

We mourn the passing of Stacey Nicholas and Joe 
Coelho’s 11-year-old miniature schnauzer Gretchen.  



In the news 

If you have information for the March newsletter, please send it to  
Joe Coelho at showmejoe@gmail.com by February 20th. 

   According to Embark, the most popular names for 
dogs born in 2020 were as follows: 
Rank-Bitches 
1. Luna 
2. Daisy 
3. Bella 
4. Lucy 
5. Penny 
6. Stella 
7. Lola 
8. Piper 
9. Ruby 
10. Willow 
Rank-Dogs 
1. Cooper 
2. Milo 
3. Finn 
4. Charlie 
5. Tucker 
6. Ollie 
7. Bear 
8. Max 
9. Loki 
10. Moose 
   Do you recognize your dog’s name here, or  
perhaps some from club members or students? For top 
names for large dogs and other fun categories,  
see the original article at https://embarkvet.com/
resources/blog/embarks-most-popular-dog-names-of-
2020/ 
 
 
   “Dogs Are Better Than Cats” by Breakout  
Chronicles is a short, happy number that may bring a 
smile or a laugh. Listen:  https://youtu.be/
GdYx7fD6FVY 
 
   “Ice age Siberian hunters may have domesticated 
dogs 23,000 years ago”  Sometime toward the end  
of the last ice age, a group of humans armed with 
stone-tipped spears stalked their prey in the bitter cold 
of northeastern Siberia, tracking bison and  
woolly mammoths across a vast, grassy landscape. 

Beside them ran wolflike creatures, more docile than 
their ancestors and remarkably willing to help their 
primate companions hunt down prey and drag it back 
to camp.  
   These were the world’s first dogs. Their  
descendants flowed both west and east, populating 
Eurasia as well as accompanying the ancestors of  
Native Americans as they spread into the Americas.    
   Read the rest of the story: https://
www.sciencemag.org/news/2021/01/ice-age-siberian-
hunters-may-have-domesticated-dogs-23000-years-
ago?
fbclid=IwAR3o2H9C1_f59fbBbI3TPMTRVwZBQO
zyhgijL3i2Ze8lAhtAQ_Ew3p9GvcY 
 
    The Biden family brings their family dogs to the 
White House.  Champ and Major are rescues.  Find 
out more about them  and DOTUS at: https://
www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/2021/01/30/dogs-
white-house-questions-major-champ-biden/?
arc404=true 

Champ and Major relocated to  
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue with the Bidens. 
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